
Financial and operational result
Financially (even though they expected to pay a little more) Shout Network have saved money too. And not just a little. Their ex-

isting inkjet printer technology was very expensive to run. And in the months leading up to each business exhibition will see them 

saving over £300 a month. Add to this technology savings of £3,000 (new copier price) & they will save over £4,000 in the 1st 

year alone.

Operationally Shout Network have gained plenty too. They now have the right print copy & scan technology which allows their 

administration team to better support their 1,000’s of members & exhibition attendees. Coupled with the certainty that they have 

choosen a supplier who deliver simple honest service with integrity. 

Our solution

After a free assessment meeting with Shout Network, Paul (MY tech-

nical manager) designed a solution based on refurbished Konica Mi-

nolta photocopier technology. We can provide & install this for free, 

so there’s no financial purchase agreement required. Shout only pay 

a low affordable fee for the pages printed or copied, scanning is free. 

All consumables & next day support is included too.

Paul also confirmed our service agreement will include a fixed price 

guarantee and if our service is poor, we guarantee to let them leave 

without any extra charges. As we do for all our customers.

Customer objective
Shout Network only had a small HP inkjet printing device, which was slow & cumbersome for all 3 required elements (print, scan 

& copy). It was just not up to the job of supporting a fast growing & fast-moving organisation with 1,000’s of members & exhibi-

tion attendees. It could not cope with the volumes, coupled with a severe lack of functions & ever-increasing running (cartridge) 

costs. Shout Network knew they had to invest in a larger feature rich device covered by a support agreement.

Although they were growing fast it was critical that Shout Network kept their operating costs in check, and they didn’t want to 

tie themselves to any long-term financial agreement. But they also knew the kind of technology they now needed, doesn’t come 

cheap. Shout Network had an idea new photocopier technology would cost £1,000’s, and they had also heard horror stories of 

automatic price increases & high termination fees too. So, have been reluctant to change.

The situation
Shout Network is the leading business networking provider in the North West. Offering a relaxed but professional networking en-

vironment, where members feel sufficiently at ease to represent themselves with maximum authenticity.  Shout have an unprece-

dented 80% membership renewal rate attributed to developing their networking structure around their members’ preferences.

Due to their unpressurised non-target driven approach Shout Network has grown very fast with over 20 successful networking 

venues available right across the North West. They deliver 3 (Lancashire, Greater Manchester & Merseyside) well attended, well 

organised and cost-effective business exhibitions, that attract over 450 exhibitors each year & more than 5000 delegates.

Shout’s growth has recently required them to seek larger offices and seen their administration team grow rapidly too. Which has 

all had a massive knock on effect in the amount, speed and type of paper-based documents they need to print, scan and copy. 
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